SWEP enhances All-Stainless range with large
model B221
The B221 is the first large product in the All-Stainless portfolio;
a strong and robust heat exchanger with high efficiency despite
small footprint and PED approved for pressures up to 40 bar
@135°C.
Complementing the B221 is the B222, which is expected to be
released later this year. Having two larger capacity models will
make this the most complete range of durable, compact and
efficient All-Stainless BPHEs for demanding applications on the
market!

Learn more

The dawn of automation secures
SWEP’s heat transfer advancement
Industry 4.0 and automation is changing the
production landscape for SWEP. What started with
two Swedish entrepreneurs in a garage more than
30 years ago, is now a global corporation, still
driven by the same spirit and conviction: to
challenge efficiency and make a difference with
Brazed Plate Heat Exchangers (BPHEs) that are
part of a sustainable future. Over 20 industrial
robots have been built into automatic assembly
lines with vision systems, advanced grippers,
sensors, and conveyor systems have been
commissioned and more is in the pipeline for the
near future and the coming years.
Read the full article

Mega Trend of Electrification
Around the globe, we can see that public opinion for a
greener future is driving political agendas and decisions
towards a grand shift to electrification, renewables, and
energy efficiency that will support the need for a carbon
neutral future.
This has been driven by the trend of electrification that will
support the decarbonization as well as the new policies,
regulations and incentives that are being put in place.
SWEP is here to help lead the charge with our range of
highly efficient BPHEs.

Read more

Our latest SWEP Exchange Magazine is
here!
Our customer magazine: SWEP Exchange covers the
latest products, technology, and trends from us. In this
latest issue you can read about our recent R&D
endeavors, innovative new Hypertwain technology for the
AC market, and our progress on becoming carbon neutral
globally by 2030. You can also check out interesting case
stories where our BPHEs were used in maintaining playing
conditions at top golf course, achieving crucial temperature
control in a greenhouse application, and helped provide
the ideal heating solution at a college campus.
Read more

Green Resource Engineering were developing a new process
cooling system product range with three new products and
requested design support, products, and pricing for the project from
SWEP.
The systems needed to be reversible, cover high and low load
cases, and fit in with the strict space restrictions.

Read the full case story
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